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The Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC.org)



How it came together

The starting point
Most publishers already deposit 
their citation data with Crossref

The default state for the data is not 
open

The challenge
Could we persuade a group of 
influential publishers to release 
their data all at once?



DEAN MORLEY [CC BY ND] •  flickr.com/photos/33465428@N02/4490667565



Making the case

It’s easy and doesn’t cost anything
All you need to do is to send an email to 
support@crossref.org

Publishers also benefit
Better discovery tools mean that content will be found and 
used more

The goal cannot be achieved alone
A comprehensive network of all scholarship can only be 
achieved if data is pooled



Making it happen

Agree a deadline
Everyone has time to prepare their comms and to be part of a 
big splash

Focus on publishers depositing the most data
Contacted the top-20 publishers asking for agreement in 
principle and permission to share their decision

Leverage the early adopters
As soon as we had a few publishers on board, others quickly 
followed





Why are publishers joining I4OC?

“If you’re not looking to 
monetize references in some 
way, why wouldn’t you?”

“We believe there is great benefit 
in supporting sustainable and 
standardized infrastructure. 
Opening up our reference 
metadata cost us no more than 
the time required to write one 
simple email.” Liz Ferguson, Wiley

“At Taylor & Francis we are 
working to make it as easy as 
possible for the communities we 
serve to achieve their open aims.
I4OC sits well with this, and was a 
very quick and easy process to 
implement.”

“Although we charge for metadata 
feeds, those are service- rather 
than content-based charges. We 
didn’t identify any commercial 
downside of supporting I4OC as 
we are highly unlikely to develop 
significant revenue streams from 
just our own references.”



“References have long been a path to 
serendipitous discovery. Making citation 
data open and machine readable will 
only accelerate that discovery process 
for researchers.”

Why are publishers joining I4OC?

“One of the key purposes of a 
publisher is to assist in the 
development of networks of 
scholarship to aid the cross 
fertilization of research.  Freeing 
up the reference data is an 
extremely powerful way of doing 
that.”

“One of the most exciting 
benefits is the potential to 
expose networks of research 
that might otherwise take 
years to discover.”

“It will make our customers’ lives 
easier by helping data scientists to 
mine a large body of references in 
one go. Currently we see little threat 
to our business as this aligns perfectly 
with our aims to go beyond open 
access to research, by using open 
approaches and utilizing our own data 
to advance discovery.” Steven 
Inchcoombe, Springer Nature



Supporting stakeholders

We built a coalition of major funders, 
technology platforms, open data 
organizations and publishers
supporting the unrestricted 
availability of scholarly citation data.

STAKEHOLDERS OF THE INITIATIVE FOR OPEN CITATIONS •  https://i4oc.org/#stakeholders 



Where we 
started

~1% of the 
Crossref citation 
data is open



Where we are 
now 

~47% of the 
citation data is 
open



What we can do 
now 

We can start to 
use the data 



ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: SUSAN KENWRICK FOR HELP WITH THE JIGSAW

Where we’d like 
to get to

A public map of 
scholarship



LONDON UNDERGROUND MAP FROM 1908 (Public Domain) •  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tube_map_1908-2.jpg 

Can also explore 
how the map of 
scholarship has 
evolved



Extracting data via 
the Crossref API

~41% Crossref 
records have citation 
data

~47% of those have 
public citation data

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: DANIEL ECER, DATA SCIENTIST, ELIFE • https://elifesci.org/crossref-data-notebook  

Exploring the data from Crossref



>1billion citations

49% are open

53% have DOIs 
(and can be linked 
to another record)

Some cleanup 
required

Exploring the data from Crossref

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: DANIEL ECER, DATA SCIENTIST, ELIFE • https://elifesci.org/crossref-data-notebook  



Used Pagerank to 
study the citation 
network

A high Pagerank 
score isn’t always 
associated with 
high citations

Exploring the data from Crossref

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: DANIEL ECER, DATA SCIENTIST, ELIFE • https://elifesci.org/citation-pagerank-notebook  



PARTIAL CITATION GRAPH FOR ULRICH K. LAEMMLI (1970) •  http://tinyurl.com/kbzdxwh 

How data from the I4OC is being reused?

The Wikidata
Citation Graph

36 million citation links
using the cites (P2860)
property in Wikidata



How data from the I4OC is being reused?

Tools to create profiles

Scholia uses data from Wikidata
sourced from Crossref and other
Metadata providers 

PROFILE INFORMATION FOR EGON WILLIGHAGEN •  https://tools.wmflabs.org/scholia/author/Q20895241 



How data from the I4OC is being reused?

Integration of cited by 
data by ScienceOpen

SEARCH RESULTS FROM SCIENCEOPEN SHOWING CITED-BY DATA •  http://www.scienceopen.com/   



How data from the I4OC is being reused?

The Open Citations 
Corpus

A broad and open collection of
citation information from many
sources

David Shotton and Silvio Peroni

PROGRESS OF THE INITIATIVE FOR OPEN CITATIONS •  http://i4oc.org 



Towards a fully open scholarly graph

“The visualization shows a 
structure of science that is 
well known from earlier 
large-scale bibliometric 
visualizations, which were 
based on Web of Science or 
Scopus data.”

VISUALIZING FREELY AVAILABLE CITATION DATA USING VOSVIEWER • https://www.cwts.nl/blog?article=n-r2r294 





The road to 100%

CROSSREF MEMBERS WITH OPEN REFERENCES •  https://www.crossref.org/reports/members-with-open-references/

A list of all Crossref
members with open 
references and statistics on 
their open reference 
coverage



Getting involved

If you are a publisher and 
deposit references, email

support@crossref.org

A CALL TO ACTION TO THE I4OC STAKEHOLDERS • https://twitter.com/i4oc_org/status/894934190625402880 



Thank you
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